BPL Database Scavenger Hunt
Junior High
Name_______________________________________

Teacher_________________Period___

1. Encyclopedia of Arkansas-Do a search for Japanese Internment camps. Name two locations for them
in Arkansas____________________ and _____________________.
Click on Arkansas Overview in the center panel of the database and write down the population of
Arkansas in 2010 ___________________________.
2. eLibrary Curriculum-What are the two self-contained databases in this database?
______________________ and ___________________. Do a Search for banned books. How many
magazine articles are available on this topic? _______.
What is the lexile of the article “We Should Celebrate Freedom to Read”? __________.
Under Topic Search name one subtopic under English, Language
Arts._____________________________.
3. Issues and Controversies- Do a search for “Cell Phones in Schools”. In the 1st article “Have cellular
telephones had a positive influence on modern society?
Name one state that has banned the use of cell phones of any kind while driving.
__________________________________.
4. Rosen Core Biology-With this database you login using your library card number or your login and
password? (Circle the correct answer.) Click on Cell Biology on the first page.
Click on Cell Types then on Stem Cells and Cell Diversity. What is the title of the diagram provided?
__________________________________________________.
Click on the Explore, Create & Learn button on the lower left. Name one video from the video gallery.
Your other Rosen databases are very similar- Rosen Chemistry and the Rosen Periodic Table.
5. Tutor.com is open online every day between ____________ and _____________. Click on View Study
Resources in the lower left hand corner. Choose a Topic ______________________________ Subject
________________________________
and subtopic ________________________________. Name one resource you find
_______________________________________
6. World Book Advanced-Do a search for Halloween. Click on the article Halloween. Locate the lexile of
the article then email the article to yourself along with the lexile & MLA citation in the message box.
Open your school email and show it to your teacher or library media specialist and have them initial
here___________.
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